Introduction.
In a recent paper(x), I have proved that Euclid's algorithm is valid only in a finite number of cubic fields of negative discriminant. In the present paper, the same methods will be used to prove the analogous result for complex quartic fields whose conjugate fields are also complex. This exhausts the types of algebraic field which have exactly one fundamental unit, and so far I have not been able to extend my work to other types.
As in the quadratic and cubic cases, the result is proved in connection with another theorem, which relates to a more general situation. Let (1) x = au + bv + cw + dt, x' = a'u + b'v + c'w + d't be two linear forms with complex coefficients, and let x, x' be the complex conjugate forms. We suppose that the determinant A of the four forms x, x, x', x' is not zero; since A is real, we may suppose without loss of generality that A > 0. Write (2) /(m, v, w, t) = xxx'x' = | xx' \2.
The main theorem which will be proved is as follows. Theorem 1. Suppose neither of the adjoint linear forms X, X', defined by (11), represents zero for integral values, not all zero, of the variables. Then there exist real numbers u*, v*, w*, t* such that (3) /(« + u*, v + v*, w + w*, t + t*) > kA for all integers u, v, w, t, where k is a certain positive absolute constant.
By modifying and supplementing the proof of Theorem 1 in the light of the additional hypothesis, we then prove the following further result.
Theorem
2. Suppose the quaternary quartic form /(m, v, w, t) has integral coefficients and does not represent zero for integral values, not all zero, of the variables. Then the numbers u*, v*, w*, t* of Theorem 1 can be so chosen as to be rational.
This has an immediate application to the problem of the validity of Euclid's algorithm in quartic fields of the type already mentioned. Let K be Presented to the Society, December 29, 1949 ; received by the editors August 16, 1949. (') Euclid's algorithm in cubic fields of negative discriminant, Acta Math (in course of publication). This paper will be referred to as I. such a field, and a, b, c, d a basis for the algebraic integers(2) of the field. Then x represents the general algebraic integer of the field, and x, x', x' are the algebraic conjugates of x. We have (4) f(u, v, w, t) = Nix),
where TV denotes the norm. The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Let m*, v*, w*, t* be the rational numbers whose existence is asserted in Theorem 2, and write (5) -X = u*a + v*b + w*c + t*d.
Then X is a number of the field K, and (3) asserts that (6) N(x -X) > kA for all algebraic integers x of K. Now A2, in the present case, is the discriminant of K. Thus Theorem 2 implies the following:
Theorem 3. Euclid's algorithm cannot hold in a complex quartic field, whose conjugate fields are also complex, if the discriminant of the field is greater than a certain absolute constant.
Since, by a classical result(3), the number of quartic fields with bounded discriminants is finite, this shows that Euclid's algorithm is valid only in a finite number of quartic fields of the type under consideration.
The ideas of the paper are essentially the same as those of I, except for one new complication. This is the process which I have called "the first process of selection" ( §5). The necessity for it arises from the fact that without this process of selection, the upper bound for | 2^{(Akbk)\ in Lemma 10 would be simply 1. This is not sufficiently precise for the later argument, and the new process of selection serves to improve the upper bound to 1-10-8.
As the notation is inevitably different from that of I, I have made the present paper independent of I. The only exception is Lemma 6, which is quoted from I. This, however, is a self-contained result of a non-arithmetical nature.
2. Definitions and notation. Let the cofactors of the elements a, • • ■ , d' of the coefficient-matrix of the linear forms x, x, x', x', after dividing each cofactor by A, be denoted by the corresponding capital letters A, • • ■ , D'. This is legitimate, since it is easily verified that (for example) A and A are in fact complex conjugates. We have the identities We have (12) det (X, X, X', X') = {det (*, x, x', x')}-1 = A"1.
The hypothesis of Theorem 1 asserts that Xt^O and X'^0 for any integers U, V, W, T other than 0, 0, 0, 0.
We write also
where Y, Z, Y', Z' are linear forms with real coefficients. Then
3. The quadratic forms <2(7?; U, V, W, T). We consider the quadratic forms
where 7? takes all positive values. This form, for any 7?, is a positive definite quaternary quadratic form. Its determinant is independent of 7?, and is given
by (14). The form Q(R; U, V, W, T) has, for any 7?, a certain minimum, attained for integers U, V, W, T not all zero; we denote this minimum value by zA(R). By a classical result of Korkine and Zolotareff("), we have
The following two lemmas are due essentially to Hermite(5).
Lemma 1. There exist positive numbers ■ ■ ■< R-2< R-i< Ro < Ri < R2 < ■ ■ ■ with the following properties. For every integer n there are integers Un, Vn, Wn, T", not all zero, such that (18) QiR; Un, Vn, Wn, Tn) = zAiR) for R" = R= Rn+h (19) QiR; Un, Vn, Wn, Tn) > ^(7?) for R < Rn and R> Rn+i. Proof. For any positive number 7?i there are integers, say Ui, Vi, Wi, Ti, and corresponding values Xx, X{ of the linear forms X, X', which provide the minimum of QiR/), so that R\ I Xi f + 7?r2| X{ |* = tA(Ri).
Suppose that the same values also provide the minimum of QiR2), where 7?2 is some number greater than 7?i, so that 7?2 ¡Xi ¡2 + 7?2~21 X{ |2 = <vi(2?2).
We prove that these same values then also provide the minimum of QiR) for all 7? satisfying Ri = R = R2. Then it is plain that the above inequalities imply that R21 X |2 + R-21 X' |2 è R21 Xi |2 + 7?-21 Xi |2.
It follows that the number on the right is the minimum of QiR).
Since the sets of integers U, V, W, T are enumerable, the result just proved implies that all positive numbers 7? fall into an enumerable number of closed intervals, such that the minimum of QiR) throughout each interval is attained for the same integers U, V, W, T, and so for the same values of the linear forms X, X', and such that two sets of values which correspond to different intervals are themselves different.
These intervals have no point of accumulation, other than at 0 and co. For, by (17) , the values of X and X' which provide the minimum of QiR) satisfy (20) 7?2| X\2 + R~2\ X'\2 g (2A)"1'2.
If 7? and 7?_1 are both bounded above, then | X\ and | X'\ are both bounded, 
R21 Xn \2 + R~21 Xn |2 = zAiR) for Rn = R = Rn+U (26) R21 Xn |2 + Rr2 \ Xn \2 > zAiR) for R < Rn and for R > Rn+1.
Proof. (25) and (26) are simply restatements of (18) and (19). We proceed to prove (23) and (24). By (25) with R = Rn, and by (17), we have \XnUi2A)-1,iR-n\ | X"T á (2Af1/27d
As n->+ oo , we have Rn-* oo, whence Xn->0. Also | X"' | must tend to infinity as re->+ oo, for the sets Xn, Xñ which correspond to different values of re are different, and there are only a finite number of sets for which both | Xn\ and ¡Xn' | are bounded. This proves (23), and similarly for (24).
By (25) with R = Rn, we have Rl\ Xn\* + R¿2\ X'n\* = <AiRn).
By (26), with re + 1 in place of re, and 7? = 7?n, we have Rn | -Xn+1 | + 7?n | Xn+l I > <L/2(2?n).
Hence
Rni \Xn\ 2" \Xn+l\2) < R~n\\ Xn+i\'-|X.'| \ But by (25) with » and w + 1, and 7? = 7?"+i, we have 7?"+i I X" j + Rn+i I X" I = zA(7?n+i) = 7?"+i | Xn+i I + 7?,i+i | Xn+i | . Proof. Write k = (2Z)4. Suppose that (27) holds for k consecutive values of re; without loss of generality we can take these values to be 0, 1, • • • , k -1. We have then, in particular, by (27),
By two cases of (25), we have tAiRn) = 722|xb|2 + tC|x:i2
zA(7?"+i) = 7?n+i | Xn | + 7?"+i | Xn | .
Since 7?"+i>7?n, we obtain by division
We now write, as in (13) 
Hence (30) \Yn\, \Zn\< il/2)Ro~W\Ro), \Y'n\, \Z'n\< Q^R^iRo).
These inequalities are valid for re = 0, 1, • • • , k. We apply the familiar principle of Dirichlet (¿ + 1 objects in k compartments).
The four-dimensional region represented by the inequalities (30) can be divided into k = (2Z)4 compartments, the compartments being obtained by dividing each of the ranges For the corresponding value of 7?, we have 2|X«Xn' | < (1 + 1.1 X 10-8)-Vf(7i) < (1 -10"8)^(7?).
5. The first process of selection. We select all integers n for which Í33) holds, and enumerate them as
This series of numbers does not terminate in either direction, by the corollary to Lemma 3. We denote X"m by X(m), and X'Um by X[m). We denote the number 7? satisfying 7?"m^7?^7?"m+i, whose existence for every m is asserted in Lemma 4, by R(m). Then, by (34), (35) 2 | X{m)X'(m) | < (1 -l0~a)zAiRim)) for every integer m.
Lemma 5. We have, for every integer m,
Proof. As the new values of X and X' are a selection from the old values, (36) and (37) follow at once from (21) and (22), and (40) and (41) from (23) and (24). Also (38) is a particular case of (25). The only result which still requires proof is (39). There are two cases to be considered. Suppose first that the two selected intervals which correspond to m and rez + 1 were consecutive intervals of the original system, so that re"+i = Mm + l. Write, for brevity, nm = v. Then X(m-)=X, and X(m+i) =X,+i, and similarly with accents. By two cases of (25), we have
by (17). This proves (39) in the present case. Now suppose there is a gap between the two selected intervals, so that nm+i>nm-{-l.
By the method of selection, (32) holds for every re satisfying nm + l^n<nm+i.
Also, by the Corollary to Lemma 3, we have nm+i -nm | X, |2 g R'litAiR^i), | x; |2 = R\tA(Rß).
Using (42) and (17), it follows that
Since X(m) = X, and X[m+i) = X/, this proves (39). 6. The second and third processes of selection.
Lemma 6. Let I im) be any function of m, defined for every integer m, which has the following properties: Ze/ G be a given number, greater than 1. Then there exist integers
the sequence continuing to infinity in both directions, such that (46) GTimk) ^ Timk+i) < G2Timk + 1)
for every integer k.
Proof. This is Lemma 3 of I.
Lemma 7. There exist sets of values Sy, S/ of the complex linear forms X, X', each set arising from integral values, not all zero, of the variables U, V, W, T, with the following properties. First, a set exists for every integer j, positive, negative or zero. Secondly, for every integer j there is a positive number Py such that Proof. With the notation introduced at the beginning of the preceding section, we define Tim) by (53) Tim) = \x'(m)\.
The hypotheses of Lemma 6 are satisfied, by (37), (40), (41). By that lemma,
for allj. We define Ey, Ey by
These are values of the linear forms X, X' which arise from integral values, not all zero, of U, V, W, T. Taking Py to be R(mj), the conclusions (47) and (48) follow from (38) and (35). The conclusions (49), (52) are obvious from (36), (40), (41). Also (50) follows from (53), (55), and the first half of (54).
Finally, (51) follows from (39) with m = mj, on using (53), (55), and the second half of (54). Also, for every integer k,
\A'k+i\=G\A'k\,
\AkA'k+i\ <G4A-1'2.
Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 7, we define a new function Tim) by
The hypotheses of Lemma 6 are satisfied for this function, by (49) These are values of the linear forms X, X' which arise from integral values, not all zero, of U, V, W, T. Taking Sk to be Pjk, the conclusions (56) and (57) are immediate from (47) and (48). Also (59) follows from (50), since the new values are a subset of the old. Further, the first half of (62), using (61) and (63), implies (58) with k -l in place of k. Finally, (60) follows from (51) with j = Jk+i-l, on using the second half of (62) with k replaced by k + l, and (61) and (63).
7. A lemma on quadratic forms.
Lemma 9. Let QiU, V, W, T) be a positive definite quadratic form in four variables. Let <A be the minimum of Q and let Uo, V0, Wo, To be any set of integers for which the minimum is attained. Then there exists a linear substitution, with integral coefficients and determinant I, which transforms Uo, Vo, Wo, To into 1, 0, 0, 0, and which transforms Q into a form Mahler establishes the inequality (66) for any form which is reduced in the sense of Minkowski. It is immediate from Minkowski's definition of reduction that the substitution by which the reduction is achieved can be so chosen that any set of integral values for which the minimum is attained shall be transformed into the values 1, 0, 0, 0 of the new variables. It should, perhaps, be pointed out that in Minkowski's definition, substitutions of determinant ±1 are admitted. But as we are concerned here only with the leading coefficients zA, CB, Q, O, we can restrict ourselves to substitutions of determinant 1. It is an interesting fact that Mahler's proof of (66), which is based on an idea of Minkowski, deduces it from the inequality (17), which is itself a particular consequence of (65) have the values Ak, Ai ■ By Lemma 9, there is a linear substitution 13/.., with integral coefficients and determinant 1, which transforms the above form into one whose leading coefficients, say zAk, 'Bk, Qk, Ok, satisfy (68) zAk = zAiSk), zAk = ®k = Qk = Vk, The next step is to define ak, ■ ■ ■ , di for all k, in such a way that they bear the same relation to Ak, • ■ ■ , D¿ as was true for the original symbols without suffixes. This is attained by defining them as the cofactors of the corresponding elements of the coefficient-matrix of the four linear forms X, X, X', X', as given in (70), each cofactor multiplied by A. We observe that the determinant of that coefficient-matrix is A-1, since the substitution 15k has determinant 1. The identities (7), (8), (9), (10) remain valid if the suffix k is added throughout.
It is important to note that there exists, for every k, a linear substitution, with integral coefficients and determinant 1 which transforms the linear forms x, x' into aku + bkv + ckw + dkt, aku + biv + ci w + dit. This is the contragredient substitution to 15k.
9. Inequalities for Akbt, and so on. t -a, rc -iZc, rd -iZd r + iZ', n + iZi, rt + izj v -iZ', ri -íZí , r¿ -iZj = 2*{(t -iZ)irjZi -Y¿zj) + (r. -ízc)ívz¿ -rjz') + (rd-iZcdinz' -rzi)}.
Multiplying by A =T+îZ, and taking the real part, we obtain A-WiAb) = 2(TZC -TcZ)(Td'Z' -VZJ) + 2irzd -rdZ)ivzc -nz'). Proof. These inequalities, in which the precise constant is not important, can be proved with less attention to detail than was needed in the previous Proof. Suppose first that one at least of ß, y, S is numerically greater than 10_1, say \ß\ >10-1. Then we take g = 0, r = 0, and p= ±1, so that pß = \ß\. We then have 10"1 < pß < 1 -io-8, and consequently (78) is satisfied. Also (79) by (80) and (81), Where |ö'| <1. Hence (78) will certainly hold if 10-1 + 10"1 < PL~xp < 1 -10"8 -10-1.
Subtracting the two sides, we see that an integer p satisfying this requirement will certainly exist if 0 < | PL-11 < 0.7 -10-8. Now P5¿0 by (75) and, by (80), (81), (82) It follows from Lemma 12 that there exist integers p, q, r which satisfy (78), (79), with the suffix k throughout.
Now (83) is simply a restatement of (78), and (84) Proof. The recurrence relations (92) and (93) follow at once from (88) (97) ao Mo + io »o + Co Wo + do to + X0' = ak uk + ô* d* + ck wk + dk tk + \k ■ Proof. As we saw at the end of §8, there exists, for any k, a linear substitution with integral coefficients and determinant 1 which transforms the original linear forms x, x' into ö*m + bkv + CkW + dkt, ai u + biv + ciw+ di t.
Hence there is a substitution which transforms the last two forms into a*+iM + bk+iv + Ck+iw + dk+it, ak+iu + bk+\V + Ci+iW + dt+il. Now, by (92) and (93),
and similarly with accents. Hence, if we follow the substitution just men-tioned by one which replaces v, w, t byv-\-pk+i, w+qk+i, t+rt+i, we obtain a nonhomogeneous linear substitution with integral coefficients and determinant 1 which transforms the nonhomogeneous linear forms with suffix k into those with suffix k-\-l. The conclusion of the lemma follows, by repetition of this process and of the inverse process, starting from k = 0.
12. Proof of Theorem 1. We recall that the object of Theorem 1 is to establish the existence of real numbers u*, »*, w*, t* such that (3) holds, where / is defined by (2). This is the same as establishing the existence of complex numbers X, X' such that (98) | (s + X)(x' + X')|2> kA for all integers u, v, w, t where x, x' are the given linear forms (1). Here k is to be some positive absolute constant. We shall prove that the numbers X = X0, X' = Xo' defined in (88) and (89) have the desired property, provided that G, which is still at our disposal, is suitably chosen. Suppose there exist integers u, v, w, t which violate (98), with X=Xo, X' = X0'. Since the linear forms x, x' can be transformed into aoM + b0v + Cow + dot, a¿ u + bó v + c¿ w + do't by some linear substitution which transforms integers into integers, our supposition implies the existence of integers m0, v0, w0, to such that
We now choose a particular integer k. Suppose first that the first factor, say A, in the product on the left of (99) is not zero. We choose k, as we can do uniquely, so that (100) ^'"G21 Ak-i h1 ^ | A | < k1/4G2 | Ak h1.
For the numbers |^4i| decrease as k increases, and have the limits oo, 0 as k-r-oo, +00 respectively. It follows from (99) and (100) 
This is also possible when the first factor on the left of (99) We multiply the four linear expressions on the left by .4i, Ak, A¿; Ai respectively, and add. In view of the identities (7), (8), (9), (10), with the suffix k, we obtain (103) | uk + Ak\k + ZiXi + Ai\i + I/Ai' | < 4k1'4G2.
By Lemma 14, we have 10-1 -16(G -I)"1 < Ak\k + JiXi + Ai\i + 2¿%£
Since Mi is an integer, this contradicts (103) if (104) 4k1'4G2 = 10-8 -16(G -I)"1.
If we now choose G = 1600000002, k = (IO-sG-3^)4, the condition (104) is satisfied, and we have reached a contradiction. This proves that the numbers X=X0, X'=X0' have the property that (98) holds for all integers u, v, w, t and so completes the proof of Theorem 1.
13. The hypothesis of Theorem 2. The hypothesis of Theorem 2 is that the quaternary quartic form (105) /(m, v, w, t) = xxx'x' = | xx' \2 has integral coefficients, and does not represent zero for integral values of u, v, w, t other than 0, 0, 0, 0. We proceed to develop some consequences of this hypothesis. In the course of doing so, we shall show, in Lemma 18, that the adjoint forms X, X' also do not represent zero, a condition which had to be postulated explicitly in Theorem 1.
Lemma 16. There exists a totally complex quartic field K and algebraic integers a*, b*, c*, d* in K, such that (106) mfiu, v, w, t) = Nia*u + b*v + c*w + d*t) identically in u, v, w, t, where N denotes the norm of a number of K, and m is a positive integer.
Proof. This is a particular case of a classical result, apparently due to Stouff; for a proof, see Bachmann, loe. cit. Kap. 12, § §1, 2, 3.
If we prove the theorem for the quaternary quartic form mf (u, v, w, t) , its truth will then follow for the form/(M, v, w, t) by considerations of homogeneity. It therefore suffices if we take the product in (105) to be the product on the right of (106). This is equivalent to supposing that a, b, c, d are algebraic integers in the quartic field K, and that their algebraic conjugates, in a certain fixed order, are indicated by a, a', a', and so on. The supposition that /(m, v, w, t) does not represent zero implies that a, b, c, d are linearly independent algebraic integers of K.
In this new formulation, the determinant
is necessarily an integral multiple of the square root of the discriminant d of K; we have therefore Lemma 18. The adjoint linear forms X, X, X', X', defined by (11), have the property that AiXXX'X' is a quaternary quartic form in U, V, W, T with integral coefficients, which does not represent zero for integral values, not all zero, of those variables.
Proof. That X ?¿0 for any integers U, V, W, T not all zero is simply a restatement of the first assertion of the preceding lemma. Also it is plain from that lemma that the coefficients in the product
are all rational numbers. Further, A4 is a rational number, by (107).
Moreover, since AA is a determinant whose elements are algebraic integers, it follows that AA is an algebraic integer. Similarly for AT?, AC, AD. Hence every coefficient in the product A4XXX'X' is both rational and an algebraic integer, and so is an integer.
14. Modification of the unimodular substitutions. We know, by the work of §8, that for every integer k there is a unimodular substitution which transforms the forms X, X' into those given in (70), and that the relations (57) to (60) and (71) for k =j.
We adopt the existing unimodular substitutions 13* and the resulting values of Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk for all values of k satisfying j = ktkj-\-s but we proceed to give new definitions when k is outside this range. We define the new substitution, say 15*, to be the same as 13* ior j = k<j+s. We also lay down that the substitution 13?+, shall be obtained from the substitution 15* by following 13y+, with the substitution which transforms the forms (70) The formulae (58) to (60) are already valid for j¿k<j+s, and now follow for all k by (110). The formulae (57) and (71) involve 5*. zAk, <Bk, Gk, £>k,
which as yet are only defined ior j = k^j-\-s. We abandon the existing definitions when k = s+j and define these numbers generally in terms of their values when j -k <j+s by means of the recursive definitions Sk+s = | co | St, <Ak+s = zAk, <Bk+s = <Bk, Qk+, = £k, Oi+s = Ok.
Then (57) and (71), being valid already for j^k<j-\-s, follow for all k on using (110).
Lemma 21. Let a^ • ■ ■ , di be defined in terms of Ak, • • -, D£ as at the end of §8. Then ak is a number of the field K, and its conjugates, in the fixed order, are au, a£, ä£. Similar results hold for bk, c*, dk. We have (112) ak+s = coa*, bk+s = oibk, ck+s = wck, dk+s = coa*, and similarly for their conjugates, for all k. Also Lemmas 10 and 11 are valid.
Proof. As we saw at the end of §8, there exists, for every k, a unimodular substitution which transforms the linear forms x and x' into similar forms with the suffix k. Hence, by the remarks made after Lemma 16, ai, bk, Ck, dk are in fact algebraic integers in K, and their conjugates are as stated.
To by (110) and (111). Similar results hold for the general case. As regards Lemmas 10 and 11, their proofs are still valid, since they use only (57) to (60) and (71). Or we can observe that Akbk, and so on, are all periodic functions of k with period s, so that the validity for general k follows from that already known for j -k <j+s.
Lemma 22. Integers pk, qk, rk exist, for every k, to satisfy (83), (84), (85), and also to satisfy (113) pk+> = pk, qk+s = qk, rk+s = rk.
Also, if\k and Xi are defined as in §11, Lemmas 14 and 15 are valid.
Proof. Since Akbk, and so on, are periodic functions of k with period s, the inequalities (83), (84), (85) are the same for k+s as for k, and the conclusion is immediate.
Lemma 14 depends only on the definitions of X*, X* and on Lemma 13. Lemma 15 depends only on the definitions of X*, X* and on the existence of the substitutions mentioned at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 21.
15. Proof of Theorem 2. It suffices to prove that the number X0, defined by (88), belongs to the field K, and that its second algebraic conjugate is X0'. For then the real numbers u*, v*, w*, t* defined by au* + bv* + cw* + dt* = Xo, a'u* + b'v* + c'w* + d't* = X0' will be rational. These are the numbers which occur in the enunciation of From the first of the above formulae, and from the fact that bn, cn, dn are numbers of K and w is a number of K, it follows that X0 is a number of K. The second formula, on changing signs throughout, then shows that X0' is the second algebraic conjugate of X0. This establishes the desired result, and so completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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